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* * * Over 4 Million Copies Sold * * *

The new york times bestseller that changed the way millions
communicate

[Crucial Conversations] draws our attention to those defining
moments that literally shape our lives, our relationships, and our
world. . . . This book deserves to take its place as one of the key

thought leadership contributions of our time.
from the foreword by stephen r. covey, author of The 7 Habits of

Highly Effective People

the quality of your life comes out of the quality of your dialogues
and conversations. heres how to instantly uplift your crucial

conversations.
mark victor hansen, cocreator of the #1 New York Times

bestselling series Chicken Soup for the Soul



coming in as the new ceo of an organization with many tenured
employees, i have had many crucial conversations. using Crucial
Conversations as my playbook during this time was paramount in

guiding me through each conversation.
joanne k. bryson, cae, executive vice president and ceo, oregon

medical association

any book is powerful if you can relate to its content, is simple to
understand, easy to apply, and is based on research. i have found all
of these elements in Crucial Conversations. The narrative has a

universal appeal and the strength to transcend cultures.
capt. charanjit lehal, agm training and development, tatasky,

india

i was personally and professionally inspired by this bookand im not
easily impressed.

maureen burke, training manager, coca-cola enterprises, inc.

About the Book:

perhaps once a decade, a book comes along that transforms peoples
lives in a very real, measurable way. this is one of them.

Crucial Conversations exploded onto the scene ten years ago and
revolutionized the way people communicate when stakes are high,
opinions vary, and emotions run strong. Since then, millions of

people have learned how to hold effective crucial conversations and
have dramatically improved their lives and careers thanks to the

methods outlined in this book.

now, the authors have revised their bestselling classic to provide
even more ways to help you take the lead in any tough conversation:

· New firsthand accounts of how these skills changed readers
lives

· New case studies showing how business leaders successfully
applied these methods to achieve results

· New links to videos teaching what to do and what to avoid
during crucial conversations

· New research findings offering fresh insights for applying the
skills taught in the book

Crucial Conversations is filled with practical advice you can start
using today:

· Prepare for high-stakes conversations

· Make it safe to talk about almost anything

· Transform unpleasant emotions into powerful dialogue

· Be persuasive, not abrasive
Crucial Conversations gets you past...
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